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INTRODUCTION

In  1871 J. W a lle r published an artic le in the, S u r r e y  A rc h a e o lo g ic a l C o llec tio n s  
recording the discovery o f a m ural in Chaldon parish church; he also provided 
the first o f several interpretations o f style and iconography, most o f which 
sim ilarly  appeared in the C o llec tio n s.' These are valuable records o f a now 
somewhat fragile work, and offer likely and sometimes ingenious explanations 
of the subject-m atter, as well as suggesting stylistic sources. Since T ris tra m ’s 
distillation o f these works in 1944, and his own discussion o f the painting ,2 only  
one further paper o f note has appeared, concentrating on a single aspect o f the 
m u ra l.3 W a lle r ’s interpretation has dom inated in terms o f ready acceptance, 
and remains the most publicly accessible, since it forms the basis o f the present 
church G u id e }  In his artic le, and in most o f the other lite ra ture , stylistic and 
iconographic comparisons were held in check by the boundaries o f w hat was 
then a narrowly explored area.

Thus W a lle r saw the two tiers o f the painting as being simply representative 
o f Heaven set above H e ll, despite the Jaws o f H e ll found in the upper zone. 
T ris tram  in turn theorised about a Purgatorial Ladder, and discerned personi-
fications o f the Seven Deadly Sins, in a m anner which suggests the lim iting  
qualities o f then available categories. T h e  same lim iting  qualities forced Druce  
into an elaborate discussion as to the origin o f C hrist’s blessing. T h e  G u id e  
follows W a lle r ’s description o f a Ladder o f Salvation, identifying several o f the 
characters w ith unexpected authority , as well as an invisible legend not recorded 
elsewhere. Eriksson alone has provided closely related models in his comparisons, 
but these tend to be later than the painting, and ignore for the most part any 
indigenous tradition; nor does he work much beyond the bounds o f the title  o f 
his excellent article.

This present paper w ill therefore exam ine some o f the alternatives to the 
earlier interpretations and try  to establish the evolution o f elements, in particu lar 
the H arrow ing , which m ay more firm ly  fix this painting in its native tradition.

For purposes o f later comparison we m ay note here that a num ber o f English 
12th century murals survive, including those o f W itle y  in Surrey, H ard ham , 
Clayton and Coombes in Sussex, Copford in Essex, and Kem pley in Glouces-
tershire. The fragm entary W itle y  paintings are simply executed in red mono-
chrome in two tiers, and their subject has never been satisfactorily explained. 
The three Sussex schemes relate to a larger group which includes work at 
Plum pton. The earliest o f the schemes is that o f H ard ham , which displays a 
m id -1 1 th century H e ll on its west w all and a late 1 1 th century Infancy cycle 
and L ife  o f S t George on the rem aining nave walls, the chancel containing a 
Coelum  and scenes from  Genesis. The local style employed was much influenced



by the Cluniac decoration of the Priory of St Pancras at Lewes in the production 
of a Last Judgement at Clayton of cl 125, and which was perfected in the similar 
decoration of Coombes at about the same time. The Copford paintings are 
heavily reworked, but the iconography of the apse Coelum is as it was cl 175. 
The decoration of Kempley church entails a badly damaged Coelum painted in 
the chancel by the illuminator of a Hereford manuscript of the Minor prophets 
glossed about the middle of the 12th century (see note 15).

THE CHURCH

Chaldon (TQ 308 557) is and always has been an isolated and sparsely inhabited 
area, with a probable early religious significance, being high up at the head of 
a line of tumuli on Farthing Downs. There is small cause for a community to 
have settled there, since the shallow soil above the chalk is poor and the water 
supply is lost in summer. Hearsay evidence classes a lane beside the church as 
a ‘Pilgrim’s Way’. This may relate to the ‘King’s Highway’ noted near the 
church by Gilbert, son of Odo de Stansted, but there is no direct evidence to 
show that the church lay on such a route.5

Land at Chaldon was held by Chertsey Abbey in 675 according to an alleged 
grant of Frithwald, subregulus of Surrey, and Bishop Erkenwald. This was 
confirmed in 967 by Edgar and by Edward in 1062.6 The Domesday survey 
gives the manor to Ralph Turold of Odo of Bayeux.7 It was subsequently held 
in the Honour of Rochester Castle. This last state is not mentioned until 1585; 
after the forfeiture of Odo it may have been held by the Monchenseys who held 
the Honour of Rochester Castle. Merton Priory also held land in Chaldon, by 
virtue of a 1201 grant of William Hansard, until some time after 1216.8

The church is mentioned in Domesday as on the manor held by Ralph 
FitzTurold, and the living has always been a rectory, in the gift of the lord of 
the manor.9

The church, of an interior length of 40 ft (12.2 m), was originally a two- 
chambered building with rectangular nave and chancel. The two aisles were 
added at a date following cl 150. The west wall, which supports the painting, 
is part of the church recorded in the Domesday Book; it is made with local flint 
and rubble and some brickwork, and a primitive opening pierces the apex. The 
windows in the walls of the aisles are Early English.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PAINTING

This 11 ftxU17 ft (3.35 mx5.18 m) rectangle, covering most of the upper half 
of the west wall, is divided into two tiers by a band of double hachette pattern 
(fig 6). An interlocking diamond fret surmounts the upper tier. (See figs 1 and

Upper tier:L eh  to right, two small figures are led in by a devil; he depresses a 
pan of a pair of scales held by a tall angel, the other pan being counterbalanced 
by another small figure. (Figs 3 and 4)
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Fig 6 Hachette division
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T o  the right o f this group three humans are led towards a central ladder by 
an angel holding a book (? ). Above them is an angel in horizontal flight; he 
carries a hum an being. (F ig  5)

The central ladder, which runs vertically through both tiers, now intervenes, 
four figures ascending between its rungs. A t  the top o f the ladder a bust o f 
Christ appears in a roundel in a small section o f sky (fig  7); H e  blesses w ith  his 
right hand and holds a cross in his left. T h e  sun and moon flank him . Tw o  
figures are helped onto the ladder from  the right by an angel holding a scroll, 
while another angel above, also holding a scroll, flies towards the right-hand  
scene o f the H arro w in g  o f H e ll. (F ig  8)

T o  the left o f this scene a group o f small figures raise their arms towards 
Christ, whose left hand thrusts a cross-headed staff into the mouth o f a large  
devil lying in the Jaws o f H e ll. C h ris t’s right hand is clasped by one o f the small 
figures, and the Jaws o f H e ll have nodules at one end."* Flames run along the 
bottom of this section and envelop the legs o f some o f the people. (Figs 8 and

9)
L ow er tier:  L e ft to right, flames appear along the lower border o f this layer. 
Three small figures stand over a prone devil, the arm  o f a larger devil over their 
heads. This larger devil sticks his tongue out at the onlooker, w hile prodding a 
pitchfork into a cauldron containing six figures.

Tw o  further figures fall into this section from  above. A  second large devil is 
occupied in prodding the right-hand occupants o f the cauldron, his right leg 
having a tattered or fu rry  edge. A  small figure w ith  an object in his hands 
stands on this devil’s foot. (F ig  10)

Between the cauldron group and a large devil taking people o ff the ladder are  
a figure attacked by a hound (? ) and a man and a wom an grappling w ith  an 
object. The eleven people on the ladder in this lower h a lf o f the picture fall 
down the ladder towards the palm ette at its base (fig  1 1 ). To  the right again a 
large devil supports one side o f a toothed bridge, a companion upholding the 
further end. O n the bridge appear a man w ith a bowl (? ), two figures holding 
an irregular shape which one o f the figures seems to pound, and a man holding 
an im plem ent. Beyond these a man hammers a horseshoe held by pliers. (F igs 12 
and 13)

Below the bridge are two pairs o f em bracing humans pawed by medium-sized  
devils, and between these a man is pressed into a fire by two sim ilar demons. 
T he man has bags tied to waist and neck and his tongue protrudes; coins spill 
from his mouth. (F ig  14).

A t the end o f this tier, beyond the group w ith the spiked bridge, grows a tree, 
an eared serpent in its upper branches. (F ig  15).

Th e  sex is denoted for each o f the small figures. Consecration crosses were 
incorporated in the lower tier, one having been lost from  the palm ette at the 
foot o f the ladder.

T E C H N IQ U E

The thick and uneven w hite plaster (its undulations now exaggerated by dust) 
was firstly drawn over in red, w ith very few revisions o f line (eg the slack outline



from C h ris t’s waist to knee is replaced by a more rounded version). The entir  
composition had been carefully  planned and probably copied from  an im m ediate  
model, w ith some m inor miscalculation. Thus the medium-sized devil in the 
left-hand em bracing group had to be largely fitted in behind the left leg o f the 
ta ller devil holding the bridge. This does not seem to have been an intentional 
arrangem ent since it breaks sym m etry w ith  the balancing group. This kind o f 
superimposed line also occurs where the colour to be contained by it w ill be 
better guided. O therwise the draw ing treats objects and figures as solid.

W ith  the lines o f the composition completed, single light colours, w ithout 
gradation o f tone or m ixture o f layer, were then applied. Features m ay have 
been added in a finishing stage, although only a few faces retain these. The very  
thin paint layer makes no penetration o f the plaster. I t  m ay have been bound 
by egg or size. The outlines o f the characters have either been renewed or were 
originally emphasised more strongly than the red background.

A  bisected triangle w ith an arc drawn through the two lower angles o f its left 
half was scratched on the plaster just inside the line o f the left strut o f the 
ladder. I t  is painted over and probably relates to the builder.

Colours
L ittle  colour remains other than the red o f the ground and defining lines.

R e d  A  light ochre for some o f the hair, flesh, lining o f C h ris t’s robe and Heaven. 
A  darker red for ground and defining lines, possibly a form  of sinoper.

Y ello w  A n  ochre used in flesh and robes, o f varied intensity.

Proportions
The num ber o f times the head goes into the total height: C hrist 6; large angel 
9; large devil 5.

The Devil w ith protruding tongue is 4 ft 2 in high; m edium  humans 1 ft 10 in; 
small figures 16 -18  in.

STATE OF THE MATERIAL

The painting was under whitewash until it was discovered by E. Austin . W a lle r  
applied preservatives to its unpolished surface, publishing in 1871.1 N o  further 
restoration is recorded, although some o f the red ground appears somewhat 
refreshed. The paint is turning to powder above its chalky plaster; dust and 
pigeon-droppings are collecting on the uneven surface, as are patches o f 
efflorescence.

STYLE

This is a functional painting in which detail has been sacrificed in the interests 
o f easily read silhouettes, rather as is the case w ith the west w all at H ard ham  
and the later scenes in S t Stephen’s Chapel in E ly C athedral. U n like  these



latter, and unlike work in a sim ilar technique at W itley , the Chaldon composition 
makes use o f strong and sinuous lines. The artist made some detailed work  
where there was no danger o f distraction, eg the numerous studies of the curled  
and cusped leaves of the tree, the eye and nodules on the head o f the Jaws o f 
H ell, and even the creases at the top of the miser’s bags.

In  the decorative horizontal division the double hachette pattern is o f the long 
axis type, carefully drawn but w ith irregu lar proportions (see fig 6). R . O ’Connor 
saw the long axis as a late form , and the latest form  o f double hachette in more 
than a single band as that o f St G illes (M o n to ire ) o f 1179." A t  Chaldon the 
type is close to that of Copford, both being more simple than that o f Coombes 
or the still earlier stone from  W inchester. Chaldon differs in its use o f the m o tif 
in that at Kem pley, Coombes, Copford, and probably W inchester, it was 
employed on soffits or Active archways. Sufficient remains o f the diam ond fret 
pattern above the painting to show that, like the meander pattern in the soffits 
of St G ab rie l’s Chapel, C anterbury C athedral, it was draw n w ith  a com plexity  
of structural lines (w hich would disappear under colour) not used in sim ilar 
patterns at G rea t Bookham, Surrey and Brook in Kent.

T he figures are of three types. The first consists o f the clothed Christ and 
angels; the second the small naked humans; and the th ird  the large and mediu
sized devils.

Christ and the angels are dressed in a long under-robe, w ith  above this a 
shorter robe w ith  hem running from  knee to ca lf in stepped folds, and a long 
cloak. The cloth hangs in straight vertical folds, w ith  broad undecorated hems; 
the cloaks o f the angels flanking the ladder have vyind-puffed convention to the 
edge o f their cloaks (see fig 5). The arrangem ent o f C h ris t’s garments, as his 
right knee moves forw ard, is reminiscent o f that o f the angels painted at C layton. 
They also have stepped folds in the hem and a broadening o f straight pleats, as 
well as a slightly forwards-leaning pose. S im ila r effects m ay be seen at Coombes, 
but here and at C layton the work is more complex than that of Chaldon, more 
fussy and nervous; nor do the Sussex paintings have the same understanding of 
the wind-puffed drapery convention.

A  further comparison m ay be made between the Chaldon Christ and that o f 
the Bethany scene carving at Chichester o f c l 140, where the same kind o f dress 
is used but again w ith a far greater com plexity in its execution.

The tall slenderness o f the Chaldon angels and their h ieratic pose, as well as 
the above-mentioned drapery convention, savour o f Byzantine influence o f a 
non-specific kind. The rooting o f their almost horizontal wings at the back o f 
the neck m ay stem from  an Anglo-Saxon tradition  (Bodleian M S  155, f93v, see 
note 15), or be so shaped from compositional necessity.

T he human figures are slender; the smallest, on the ladder, are reminiscent 
in their form  and clockwork postures o f the simplified and elongated nudes 
trapped in m id-century illum inated initials, eg in Pem broke College M S  78; 
M ad rid , Biblioteca N aciona l, V it . 2 3 -2 8 . They also resemble the small nudes 
of f 14 o f Bodleian M S  Douce 293; this last manuscript employs the paddle-like  
hands seen at Chaldon. The hair sleeked back over the nape of the neck is 
something of a commonplace, while the ringed locks m ay be a form  o f the more 
rarely seen curls found in the first h a lf o f the century, as for exam ple in the St 
M atthew  of f7v o f D ublin , T rin ity  College M S  53, or f7v of Bodleian M S  Laud  
M isc 469 (see note 15).



The devils are characterised by hoofed feet, and in one instance hoofed arms, 
and tails. Other devils have the feet of birds. Their large eyes and pointed ears 
appear on grotesque heads with distorted noses, saw-teeth and crests. Tongues 
protrude. There are plenty of English and Continental parallels in a general 
sense, although the fur which frequently covers the species is absent at Chaldon 
because of the silhouette technique. However, the ragged edge of the leg of the 
devil to the right of the ladder is explained by the similar outline of a devil’s 
furry leg on f6v of the Pembroke College Gospels. This ragged outline to limbs 
also appears on devils at Hardham (west wall) and Clayton (north wall). The 
devils of the Hardham Hell are similar to those of Chaldon, for while more 
crudely executed they rely on an exaggeration of scale and gesture in a one-
dimensional and monochrome technique. A further similarity arises with the 
manner in which both Chaldon and Hardham divide the west wall into blocks 
of figures centred on individual tortures.

The tree (fig 15), with its flat trunk and side sockets for the branches is 
reminiscent of the pre-conquest forms (ie Bodleian MS Junius II, p 11) which 
survive into the first half of the 12th century. The sophisticated treatment of the 
leaves suggests a date well into the second half of the century, but is without 
an exact parallel; the small round fruits on short stems are a feature of English 
work from the middle of the century onwards, eg fl58v of Bodleian MS. Auct. 
D.2.6, the tree of Knowledge at Sigena, etc (see note 15).

The garments of Christ and the angels, the tightly wind-puffed drapery, the 
small and slightly stilted nudes, and the two decorative motifs could well match 
a mid-century date. The presentation of the devils, if seen as a refinement of 
that of the devils at Hardham, also fits such a conclusion. Opposed to it is the 
tall grace of the angels and some of the larger humans, the strongly individual 
profiles of the people on the spiked bridge, and the studies of the leaves. There 
are also iconographic details which will be seen to favour a date towards the 
turn of the century.

The Chaldon painter may have deliberately turned to stylistic archaisms, 
since these suited an almost monochrome presentation of clean edges and 
unworked surfaces. The mural is unlike the local paintings of the earlier main 
Sussex group or of Witley, but a similar technique may have been used in the 
neighbouring church of St Lawrence, Caterham, where traces may be seen 
above the arch leading to the side-chapel.

ICONOGRAPHY 
The Descent into Hell.
The main elements at Chaldon are the figure of Christ, the Jaws of Hell, a 
prone and manacled devil, and the waiting dead. Christ thrusts the end of a 
cross-headed staff (which has a tailed pennant) into the devil’s mouth. He also 
reaches down to take the hands of the foremost humans. The Jaws are wide 
open, with eye, nostril, teeth and flames visible. All of these elements have come 
together from indigenous and continental sources to form an image unique in 
its insular originality and in its acceptance within the canon of large-scale 
official church art (despite its largely Apocryphal status).

Scriptural hints for the Descent are vague and offer little material suitable



for artistic expression.12 By the end of the 5th century the phrase ‘He descended 
into Hell’ had been introduced into the Apostles’ Creed, and the mention of the 
dead walking in the streets of Jerusalem after Christ’s death had prompted a 
detailed Apocryphal account.13 In the Gospel of Nicodemus Carinus and Leucius 
describe the fall of the gates of Hell, the liberation of waiting souls, the binding 
of Satan, and his trampling by Christ. They recall the repentance of Adam and 
Eve, and the procession of the Saved after Michael into Heaven.

This story is the basis for both eastern Anastasis and western Harrowing. 
The former is treated as ‘the completion of a cycle in which sin has been 
defeated’.14 The heroic Christ, often in the setting of a Last Judgement, sweeps 
up the Just from amongst the broken gates and locks. Satan is barely glimpsed, 
and the nature of Hell goes unexamined.

The western interpretation on the other hand dwells on the physical side, 
emphasising grotesque forms and the sense of struggle. England in particular 
developed a complex iconography often expressed independently of the Last 
Judgement, and Chaldon provides a typical example, which is best looked at in 
its component parts. Of these the most startling are the Jaws. At Chaldon, as 
in the carved north tympanum of the Romanesque parish church of Quenington 
(for which see n 63 below), the mouth has been elongated to accommodate the 
full length of the bound devil, but is still clearly that of a dragon (see fig 8). The 
earliest use of the dragon’s mouth as an entrance to, or as part of, Hell, occurs 
in the Anglo-Saxon Caedmon Genesis15 of c l000, with the common features of 
a vestigial curl of a snout, a long slow curve of the lips, large teeth, small ears, 
and an eye placed high in the face. It is used as a trap for the rebel angels 
within a walled enclosure (p 3), and as a prison for Lucifer within the flaming 
lake which holds other angels. Lucifer is manacled at neck, wrists, and ankles 
to the great teeth (p 16). A further Anglo-Saxon example of the Fall of the 
Rebel Angels appears on f2 of Aelfric’s Paraphrase o f Pentateuch and Joshua15 
of the second quarter of the 11 th century; this is more specific as to the ownership 
of the so far disembodied Jaws, as they are here seen to belong to a creature 
with the form of an antique sea-serpent. It lies at the bottom of the scene and 
essays to swallow the inverted mandorla of the fallen Lucifer. Its head shows 
it to be of the same species as the creature of the Caedmon Genesis. Other 
examples of the same type of Jaws (disembodied) are found in the first half of 
the 11th century in the Winchester New Minster Offices15 of 1023-25 (f75v.) 
and on f7 of the New Minster Register f  also from Winchester, in an enclosure 
for the damned, as well as in the (?) Canterbury Psalter15 (f3v) of the second 
quarter of the 11th century, with the heads of ‘bloodthirsty and deceitful men’ 
set in its gape.

This well established convention of the dragon’s head has been seen as 
stemming from the Utrecht Psalter tradition.16 In fact the Psalter15 develops in 
a series of miniatures a parallel but different motif, moving from a single large 
devil set inside or at the entrance to Hell (fflv,3) through sundry disembodied 
devils’ heads (ff9, 14v, 50, 59v) or a head actually part of the pit (f66), to the 
single very large devil’s head which dominates the faintly drawn outline of the 
abyss of f79. At the same time the proposed missing copy of the Utrecht Psalter17 
cannot with any certainty be said to have introduced the dragon’s head instead 
of the monstrous devil’s, since although the two later copies show various 
examples of the Jaws,18 the early Harley 603 copy includes a dragon Jaws on



f71, and by a hand of mid 11th century date,19 although all other forms of Hell 
in the manuscript follow the original.

Another alternative to the dragon Jaws was offered in Anglo-Saxon art before 
the advent of the Utrecht Psalter; this was a leonine form which makes two 
extant appearances in ivory carving. One is found in a late 8th/early 9th century 
Last Judgement, where it devours figures of the damned.20 The second is a lion’s 
head with a man trapped in its mouth, taken from an Abbot’s chair of the early 
11th century.21 A lion eating figures recalls I Peter 5 v 8,22 but the image does 
not seem to have been a popular one.

The favoured dragon mouth may have arrived through a series of associations; 
Pacht thought of Grendel as a type of ancester,23 and Henderson extended the 
argument in a comparison of Grendel and Satan.24 It is to Grendel’s mother 
that Beowulf descends, however, in the manner of Christ descending to Limbo 
in order to defeat Satan. Grendel and his mother provide images of the 
disembodied head, just as Beowulf’s killer reminds us of the flames playing 
around the’ mouth of Hell; closer still as a possible antetype are the jaws of 
Fenris Wolf forced open by Vidar on the Gosforth Cross (Cumb),25

None of these examples provides evidence of ever having been represented in 
a form similar to that of the Jaws, and the closest parallel is to be found in a 
creature proposed by Male as the literary source for later French examples and 
now to be associated in a visual tradition, ie Leviathan.26 Male cites Bruno of 
Asti, Honorius of Autun, Gregory the Great, and Odo of Cluny as interpreters 
of Leviathan as Satan. He also quotes the book of Job to emphasise salient 
features of the sea-monster —  the doors before its face, the terrible teeth 
through which flames rush out, and the smoke from its nostrils which is like 
that of a cauldron. Male illustrates his point with the Hortus Deliciarum 
drawing of Christ hooking the monster through its jaw (fig 184, a copy of the 
lost MS). Leviathan here has the same head as most of the Anglo-Saxon 
examples already given, even to the angle at which it rests. The body attached 
to it is that of the antique sea-serpents found throughout the Utrecht Psalter, 
having the long curling tail and forelimbs of the dragon trying to swallow 
Lucifer’s mandorla in f2 of Aelfric’s Paraphrase and also of the wyvern below 
the devil of f 14 of the Tiberius P sa lterf including in this instance the folded 
wings. The same creature is the tempter of Adam and Eve at Hardham27 (the 
earliest literary distinction of Satan from the serpent in the tree in England is 
found in the Anglo-Norman Adam2S; a serpent emerges from the mouth of 
Satan in the Temptation of the St Albans Psalter15 29).

The sea-serpent, which descended through such works as the Brescia Casket30, 
on which it devours a human figure, probably Jonah, evolved an aerial form in 
the Griffin of f56v of Lambert of St Omer’s Liber Floridus15 of cl 120. Any one 
of this popular stock could supply the body, but outside of the Anglo-Saxon 
tradition the head, usually disembodied, makes no early appearance. Whatever 
its genealogy the monster fulfilled the roles in English art of (1) a personification 
of Hell; (2) Satan (as serpent in Genesis, ch3 vv3, 13-19; as ‘the great dragon 
. . . that ancient serpent’ of Apocalypse chi2, v9, ch20, v2; as the serpent of 
Corinthians II v3); and (3) as the entrance to He|l.

The devouring of souls at the mouth of Hell on the part of monstrous heads, 
either to show the passage of the dead as a physical ingestion or to depict a 
torture, combined with the Leviathan image of Satan to form the Jaws per se.31



The inclusion of the Jaws in a Descent (or Harrowing) was a logical step; 
from the Tiberius Psalter15 onwards English compositions usually adopt such 
a formula. The Canterbury Psalter15 still adhered to the form of Harrowing 
used in its Utrecht Psalter15 model, which may explain the oddly shaped trench 
with doors on f29 of the Ingeborg Psalter}5

The earliest combination of Jaws and rescued appears in an illumination of 
Odbert of St Bertin (f85 of the Odbert Gospels) based on a lost Anglo-Saxon 
model.32 Compared to it the Utrecht tradition is barely formulated, showing 
God standing on a prone figure while drawing two people from the ground 
(Utrecht Psalter f8) in illustration of Psalm 16 (15), vlO, Tor thou dost riot 
give me up to Sheol’. More directly related is a drawing for the Creed (f90) in 
which two figures are drawn through the roof of a hell denoted by gates in a 
hillside.

The same gates appear for Psalm 24 (23), vv7-10, an antetype for the Entry 
into Jerusalem and then the Descent: ‘Lift up your heads, O Gates . . . that the 
King of Glory may come in’.33 This is an association of subjects made in the 
unpublished murals of the Holy Sepulchre Chapel, Winchester Cathedral, which 
retain the gates in the earlier version of the Harrowing. At Chaldon the gates 
are omitted, probably because the scheme here is quite without any logically 
ordered physical setting.

It will be seen that the Chaldon devil lying within the Jaws is manacled at 
the wrists and probably at the ankles. This is a standard practice in scenes of 
the Descent, following the Latin B and Greek text of the Gospel o f Nicodemus 
account. It is also found independently of Harrowing settings, eg- as in the 
Caedmon Genesis or in the Spanish Apocalypse tradition.34 Where the same 
bound figure arises in Byzantine or continental examples it takes the form of 
a human being, as, eg, in the Hermitage Anastasis of the late 10th century, and 
as a strongly classical figure on a 10th-11th century casket in the Laedes 
Museum, Stuttgart.

In England it appears as a grotesque demon defeated within the literary 
tradition of Christ and Satan,35 and pictorially in the St Albans Psalter, Bury 
Gospels, Winchester Bible, Winchester Psalter etc.15 The author of the Caedmon 
Genesis has Satan cry out: ‘My feet are bound . .. my hands pinioned . . . God 
has shackled me by the neck’. Further on the tempter of Adam and Eve tells 
us that his master is ‘in dark Hell bound with fettering rings’, while Satan again 
bewails his bonds.36 The Harrowing in the same poem describes the way in which 
Christ laid ‘fetters of torment upon the fiends’.37 In the poem ‘Christ’ the fifth 
leap of the Saviour (between that of the Sepulchre and that of Heaven) entails 
the binding of the King of Hell with fiery fetters, ‘held fast in chains, shackled 
by sins’.38 Such a literary inheritance explains the scale of the fettered devil at 
Chaldon, for it is his shackling rather than Christ’s trampling of him that holds 
attention.

Possibly reflecting a Triumphant Christ convention the Redeemer of Chaldon 
thrusts his staff into Satan’s mouth.39 This is not an obligatory act, for in some 
English versions it is omitted (eg in the Tiberius Psalter15 although a pennant 
was originally included) or given over to St Michael as an extension of his role 
in the Fall of the Rebel Angels (St Albans Psalter) or just shared with St 
Michael (Winchester Psalter). It may even arise out of a Harrowing context, 
as in initials to Psalms 58 and 67 of the St Albans Psalter.40 The Chaldon and



Winchester cross-staves fly a tailed pennant (frequently held by God in the 
Utrecht tradition, derived ultimately from imperial portraits) employed on the 
continent as the vexilla of victory in the Ascension, but not as frequently in 
English illumination because of the ‘disappearing Christ’ form.41 Obtained by 
Christ on his death (the Exersteine bei Horn relief of cl 115 goes so far as to 
have God the Father hold it above the Deposition setting), it is logically included 
in the Descent prior to the Ascension.

The two foremost humans in the Chaldon Harrowing are shown as a man and 
a woman, presumably Adam and Eve, although the Apocryphal and literary 
accounts quoted above leave their rescue to the latter end of Christ’s visit. In 
the Anglo-Saxon example of the Tiberius Psalter they were also singled out,42 
so the pictorial tradition diverges in part at least from the literary.

Hell
Several interpretations have been given of events and figures in the Hell proper 
of the Chaldon mural, some being of an imaginative turn while others are so 
conclusive as to leave room for only the few comments which follow.43

The bridge is an unusual element, involving men of different trades or crafts 
(of which the smith alone can be certainly identified), forced upon a plank or 
bar with spikes held between two devils (see fig 12). M. Anderson saw this as 
having an eastern origin,44 while T. Eriksson preferred a parallel with the bridge 
in the ‘Vision of Tundale’, the 12th century Irish knight. While there may be 
some association between the Chaldon bridge and those mentioned, it will be 
noted that the mural version is a torture in Hell and not a path of suffering 
leading to Heaven or another life, as are its proposed prototypes.

The Miser or Usurer (fig 14), along with the figures on the bridge, reflects an 
emphasis on secular life not found in other church paintings of this or the 
preceding period. Thus at Patcham and Clayton the dead are led by ecclesiastics 
or royalty with anonymous lay figures as back-runners.45 The usurer is the first 
to gain popularity outside of schemes of contrasted virtues and vices. At Chaldon 
the stream of coins running out of his mouth is explained in two visions of the 
end of the 12th century, both recorded by Roger of Wendover. In the first of 
these (cl 196) a goldsmith in an apparition was forced to swallow hot coins. In 
1203 Turchill of Tunsted beheld Purgatory, and in it an avaricous pleader was 
made to swallow hot money; this he would regurgitate and then swallow again.46

The same vision of Turchill describes the punishment of several kinds of sin 
as their repetition ad infinitum; adulterers make love and then rend each other, 
etc. Other accounts of Hell47 adopt this method of punishment which stems 
from the Apocryphal descriptions and which probably explains the embracing 
couples at Chaldon.48

The cauldrons (into one of which the adulterers of the Gesta Romanorum are 
cast, as are the parricides and fratricides of Tundale’s Vision49) are essential 
props in the Mystere d ’Adam already cited, as well as in the 12th century 
‘Dispute of the Body and Soul’.50 Their presence at Chaldon and in other 12th 
century English work may therefore be a borrowing from drama; they appear 
at Hardham, a Last Judgement champleve enamel in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum etc, but rarely in manuscript illumination.51



The Weighing of Souls

The Weighing of Souls at Chaldon (fig 3) is similar to those of Clayton, 
Kempley, and Guildford.52 The suggested source of this incident in Europe and 
Ireland is well known;53 in the Utrecht tradition scales are offered as symbols 
of particular and general judgement, being held by both angels and men. In 
post-Conquest England they are used solely by angels, although not necessarily 
in a Last Judgement context.

The Ladder

Peculiar to Chaldon alone is the great central ladder which Tristram saw as a 
‘Purgatorial Ladder’, rather than the Ladder of Salvation expounded in the 
Mount Athos guide of Dionysius of Fourna. He also discounted the type found 
in the Hortus Deliciarum . 54 Eriksson reverted to the idea of the monastic ladder 
up which the earthly climber rose to Heaven on rungs of virtue, and interpreted 
the eight rungs at Chaldon as the eight virtues of the Voie de Paradis opposed 
to the eight deadly sins of Cassiodorus rather than Gregory’s seven.55 Such a 
ladder was first written about at the end of the 6th century by John Climacus, 
a monk. He acknowledged Jacob’s Ladder and married it to a pre-Christian 
theme which had an Egyptian and then a Coptic vogue.56 Illustrations of the 
ladder evolved in a staid formula which appeared in a few of the texts, showing 
monks ascending or falling off a ladder, sometimes with devils intervening on 
the labelled rungs.57 The text itself projected the ladder as a personal and 
monastic route to Heaven, unlike that of Chaldon which shows a fixed and 
general descent to Hell from its middle down.58

A less esoteric explanation of the Chaldon example may be found in the fact 
that it is the only possible way to depict humans rising to, or falling from, God, 
of their own volition. Otherwise they are to be carried by angels (mural, top 
left), or are cast down (figure over cauldron). Evidence exists to show that such 
is the case, and that a native rather than a Byzantine tradition existed before 
the Conquest. Aelfric’s Paraphrase15 puts God on a ladder as he moves from 
Heaven to Habakkuk, and as Enoch is caught up into Heaven his weight is 
supported by a ladder (fl lv). Just as functional is the ladder in the Caedmon 
Genesis'* setting of the Creation of Eve, up which an angel clambers to St 
Michael at the gates of Heaven. I have not met with post-Conquest examples, 
although the Jacob’s Ladder of the Lambeth Bible15 is used by an angel carrying 
a soul to Heaven, an action not seen in the dream.

The foregoing are mentioned not in explanation of the Chaldon ladder, but 
to suggest that it is a vital prop and not a monastic allegory.

At the head of the ladder God wears a cruciform halo and holds a cross. 
While the sun and moon flanking God are typical attributes of the heavens 
(appearing also at Kempley), it may be noted that the Apocryphal account of 
the Harrowing records the sun shining at midnight.59 It is included in the 
Quenington version and that of the Winchester Psalter,™ but at Chaldon is on 
the side furthest from the Harrowing.

The Tree



contains the eared serpent. Its presence in Hell may be explained by Ezekiel 31 
v 18: ‘You (Pharaoh and his people) shall be brought down with the-trees of 
Eden to the nether world’. Whether there is a biblical source or not it is apt that 
the tree seen by St Gregory as the cause of the Fall and the root of all sins,61 
be present for the exhibition and punishment of those sins in Hell. Satan, in the 
Acts o f Pilate, learns of the defeat of the Tree of Knowledge by the Tree of the 
Cross,62 the same cross which St Gregory described as the Ladder of the sinful 
men.63 There may also be significance in the positioning of the Tree beneath the 
Harrowing, for in the Acts o f Pilate Christ calls out in his Descent: ‘Come with 
me all ye, as many as have suffered death through the tree which this man 
touched.’64

Should Hell prove to be the natural setting for the Tree of Knowledge (and 
so it appeared at Catfield, Stokesby, Bardwell and Hesnet in later work,65) 
alternative explanations must be sought for the trees of Canterbury (St Gabriel’s 
Chapel), BL Arundel MS 60, fl2v, etc.66

There are records of traces of paint on the arcade of the respond adjoining 
the Tree, these being the remains of a demon67 or of Adam.68 A continuous 
narrative linked in such a way around the church would have been an impressive 
undertaking; there are no traces now of this work.

Angels and Devils
The angels and devils are of a stock repertory; the size of the angel weighing 
souls probably indicates the archangel Michael (instigator of the Harrowing in 
the Gospel of St Bartholomew69). The smaller angels with scrolls presumably 
carried legends suited to the events, in a manner more deliberately integrated 
than that of angels at Kempley and Canterbury (St Gabriel’s Chapel). The 
angel carrying a soul has dispensed with the ritual cloth. The devils have a 
greater variety of types; Druce gives the ancestry of the frontal face with its 
protruding tongue, as well as contemporary English examples.70 The single 
instance of hoofed forelimbs may reflect a Hebraic seirizzim form, while the 
dog-like creatures remind us of the Apocryphal appearances of demons as dogs.71

CONCLUSION

The Chaldon painting takes its importance from the unique nature of its 
iconography and execution. It is the work of a mind aware of Apocryphal, 
dramatic, and poetic as well as orthodox sources; it is a mind happy to tackle 
a problem of eschatology not previously dealt with in English art, the progress 
of the lay saint and sinner in an area which has no scriptural revelation to 
supply its visible structure.

Purgatory was not fully formulated until the Councils of Trent and Florence, 
so that it is unlikely that the mural is trying to explore such an area. It appears 
rather to project the sensational aspects of Hell beneath the two redemptive 
approaches to Heaven —  Christ’s direct intervention in the Descent, and 
justification by individual judgement at the Weighing of Souls. A good psy-
chologist, the author makes no attempt to recreate Heaven itself, only God at



the entrance; the motivation for the ascent of the ladder is left to the ferocity 
of the demons and their attentions paid to clients typical of a village population.

The possibility of the creator coming from Merton or Chertsey is increased 
when his range of ideas is admitted; there is no evidence however to suggest that 
the scheme is not one which an experienced native artist might concoct with an 
intelligent rector or lay patron, for much of its content stems from public liturgy 
and drama.

That such a work is found in an isolated church is not unexpected, for the 
churches of Kempley, Coombes, Copford etc. are equally out of the way. In this 
case it may be borne in mind that there is a possible association with the 
pilgrimage route from Winchester to Canterbury. The silhouette technique is 
ideally suited to the dark interior, even if an economic choice. It is competent 
to the point of having its own matured style, and must presumably have been 
used elsewhere by the same painter. The work was painted in the last quarter 
of the 12th century, its stylistic archaisms denoting an artistically conservative 
creator, who was at the same time open to new iconography developed from 
contemporary visions.
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